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ABSTRACT

The increasing economic advances. Entrepreneurs obliging them to quickly and swiftly capitalize on the advancement and improvement of the business they run, in the advancement of the growing number of systems that can be used in making a financial statement. From the explanation above explains that the purpose or making a work report of practice is as one way to create a system and record the activity of accounting transactions in Ndut Carwash, but it is unfortunate for 4 years to open carwash. Ndut Carwash still uses a very traditional recording system. With this work practice activities run 1 July 2019 until 30 December 2019.

The design and recording of the accounting system will be done using Microsoft Access-based program to Ndut Carwash need. This system is based on the standards that exist in Indonesia are SAK EMKM. Then, Ndut Carwash will be trained in the running of this system. The advantages of systems that are already using computerized based to facilitate Ndut Carwash in making accounting transactions and also provide more accurate result to the owner make decisions.
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